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OUR  AIM

Based on client feedback.

I would be delighted to work with

your GCSE & A level Maths students .  

This will be an opportunity for your

students to receive unrivalled after

school support from a team

dedicated to ensuring their

success .  They will experience an

engaging environment where they

will cover course curriculum in an

engaging and interactive online

classroom environment .  Your

students will get to

learn meaningfully , 

ask questions , 

get their homework hand marked

with feedback , 

get access to fantastic content , 

receive 24/7 support and 

significantly boost their chances of

getting an A grade . 

either 5 lessons per week or an

hour or two  after school ,

whichever suits them best .

  Our approach has consistently

produced results over the last 10 years     

www.airmathstuition.com

At Air Maths Tuition Limited , we are an online tuition service that

provides daily after school group tutoring support for all GCSE & A

Level Mathematics students .
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MY
BACKGROUND

I am an experienced Mathematics Tutor with a First Class Honours degree
in Mathematics. 
I currently work with the top UK tutoring agencies providing private and

online group tuition to GCSE & A-Level students .   

My key achievements and accreditations 

First class honours Mathematics graduate  

10 years ’ experience teaching GCSE & A-level Mathematics  

Work with the top tutoring organisations in the UK 

Certificate in online safety accredited by the CPD and pastoral work with

underprivileged students .

Genuine and proud portfolio of over 200 testimonials (will provide upon

request)

Former Scottish boxing champion and British Finalist at University level 

I worked in the financial markets in the city of London as a successful

mutli-asset Trader . 

www.airmathstuition.com
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TUTORING
STYLE

With 10 Years Experience

My style of tutoring has been highly

praised by both students and parents ,

and the successes achieved by my

students have motivated me to start

an online tutoring company of my

own which I launched in September

2019 .  

I believe in communication , change

and technology and feel that there

are more efficient and dynamic ways

to make student 's engage and

perform .

  

Drivers & motivations

www.airmathstuition.com

Fortunately , I have tutored 100 's of students all over the world , which taught

me about students of various backgrounds and academic levels .  

In my experience , I have seen similar patterns and behaviours in the way that

students digest information and engage with learning .    

There are 2 things that have stood out most to me in recent years : 

Students lack confidence and belief in their textbook as an adequate

revision tool to tackle questions .

There is a clear gap in market for more course spec focused revision . 

With the new specification , which was introduced in 2017 , I feel it ’s vital that

we as tutors and teachers can adapt and develop expert methodologies to

teach this linear program effectively . 

I focus on finding solutions to these challenges .

                                           

1 .

2 .
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My focus is on giving students the

right exposure they need to answer a

wide array of questions . I also try to

find parallels between different topics ,

which makes for a more cohesive

structure and gives students a better

understanding .  These are the reasons

why I feel my resources are highly

valued by students . 

Please find an example of a

manuscript here

This is the type of content we will be

providing to your students . 

e are also very proud of our affiliation

with ExamSolutions and School

Entrance Tests

www.airmathstuition.com

RESOURCES
 

As part of the service , I offer free

academic content to your students .  I

enjoy creating resources for students .

This has mainly been inspired by my

previous students who felt their

textbook examples weren ’t giving

them the sufficient tools to answer

exam questions . With all resources I

create , the key factors I pay close

attention to are :

New specification course

curriculum and examinations

prerequisites

Exam techniques and keywords

Student common errors

Examiners reports

Potential Nuances

https://www.examsolutions.net/maths-tuition/
https://www.airmathstuition.com/?utm_source=proposal&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=school_proposal
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We have built our very own learning

management system , called ‘Student

dashboards ’ where your students will

gain access to 

previous video sessions (if they miss

a lesson), 

weekly lesson notes and 

homework .  

Please sign up (free) for more

information on how classes work and

how to use our Student dashboard . 

Should we work together , we are

willing the make our lessons shadow

the order of lessons in your school and

would like to work closely with your

Maths Department to achieve the

same goals .

All our school packages are negotiable
www.airmathstuition.com

HOW  IT  WORKS
 

Your students will be part of an

inspiring digital classroom which

consists of a maximum of 30

students . 

They will get to improve their

understanding of maths and

collaborate ideas day by day in this

vital period of their academic journey .

We are completely focused on

success and we use an extremely

structured approach to organise and

plan lessons .  

At the same time our approach is

flexible enough to provide your

students with the choices they need .

https://www.airmathstuition.com/contact?utm_source=proposal&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=school_proposal
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WHAT  WE
OFFER
 

Expert tutoring - specialising in the new

linear model . I provide tuition of the highest

quality and give my students an edge with

regards to exam techniques .  

Complete online support - Everything from

teaching to homework is done online which

provides ample convenience and we have

seen that our efficiency is improving

student ’s engagement . 

Structured Lessons - We work extremely

hard to make computers work for us . We are

organised and have scheduled and planned

every lesson from September all the way up

until the end of summer term . 

Online safety - We have built-in

safeguarding measures in place to ensure

student data protection and that all

students work in a safe environment . (Please

refer to ‘Online safety ’ and ‘Procedures ’) . 

Secure and tested system - with stable

ethernet connection , high definition

audibility , using a leading web-based

conferencing platform called Zoom as our

teaching platform . 

Attendance reports - we have built-in

tracking systems and so can provide you

with daily reports on attendance and even

your students engagement with the lesson .

Full transparency - We are a completely

transparent organisation and are willing to

disclose any information about our policy ,

procedures and all interactions with your

students at your request .

Fully negotiable and flexible packages to

meet your pupils '  needs

https://www.airmathstuition.com/?utm_source=proposal&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=school_proposal
https://www.airmathstuition.com/?utm_source=proposal&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=school_proposal
https://www.airmathstuition.com/online-safety
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My Exclusive offer to you

Our approach is unique , and we understand that you may want to test it .  

We are willing to prove to you how effective this online academy is by

exclusively offering your students a one week’s free trial . This will give

your students time to test the system , experience our lessons and decide

whether or not it ’s the right option for them . I am also more than willing to

meet with the students so they can get the chance to know me and I can

learn more about their academic needs . All our school packages are

negotiable . 

Thanks for your attention and I look forward to hearing from you .

Michael Olagunju

COMPETITORS
 

Like many other companies , Air Maths

Tuition is not a pre-programmed

service where a computer teaches

your students a course . We strongly

believe in technology , but human

communication is just as important ,

and we have been able to create a

very strong hybrid model for our

niche (GCSE & A level Maths). This

means that we can continually adapt

our teaching styles , and at times

‘teach on the fly ’ to meet the needs

of our students while achieving this

in a completely digital space at the

same time . I believe that this is the

inevitable path that education is

heading towards .
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